
REDPOLLS
Molen, Norway  -  October 2010

During the period 23rd-31st October 2010 A. Clarke, B. S. Bates, J. C. Day & M.S. Hodgson trapped and 
ringed a total of 600 redpolls at Molen, Vestfold, Norway. These comprised of 588 Mealy Redpolls Carduelis  
flammea (Gråsisik), nine Lesser Redpolls Carduelis cabaret (Brunsisik) and  three Arctic Redpolls Carduelis  
hornemanni exilipes (Polarsisik). The birds were migrating along the sweeping shingle spit at Molen prior to 
crossing roughly west at the narrowest point (with a large island offshore) of the fjord before presumably 
continuing generally south/southwest along the coast. Tape lures of Mealy Redpoll song assisted in attracting 
the birds to  the trapping area where they often sat  around in  low bushes and were then mist-netted, 
sometimes in small groups.

Mealy Redpoll
An attempt was made to age and, where possible, sex all birds trapped using the criteria set out in Svensson 
(1992). The variation in plumage features and size was quite remarkable and a number of 'problem' birds  
were encountered. This resulted in sometimes long dicussions about ageing and sexing and in some cases 
identification to species! As the three 'British' members (Andy has lived in Norway for more than 30 years) 
of the team do not habitually  trap large numbers of redpolls  of any species the whole experience was 
interesting, thought-provoking and confusing all at the same time! With such a large number of birds to 
process safely and with the underlying need to get the migrants back into the field as quickly as possible only 
a limited amount could be done with the sample trapped. Many digital photographs were taken which gave an  
added duty of trying to keep track of what was what! It should be borne in mind that for a number of years  
there apparently has been some hybridisation between Mealy & Lesser Redpolls in southern Norway at least. 

Birds were ascribed an age code based on the Norwegian system which is as follows :

1K = First year

1K+ = Autumn bird, when age not definable on plumage.

2K = Spring bird still in juvenile plumage.

2K+ = Second year or older (adult) if no juvenile plumage is found

From 24th onwards every bird was measured for wing length (flattened chord) as a minimum and in a few 
others additional biometrics were taken. The 12 mm variation in wing lengths (69 to 80 mm) for the Mealy 
Redpolls gives some indication of overall size variation in the sample trapped and the results by age/sex are 
given in the charts below. 
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Mealy Redpoll biometrics :
Svensson  (1992) BWP Concise Molen, Norway  Oct 2010

Wing (male) 70-78mm (Sweden)
70-80mm (Russia, Siberia)

72-78mm 71-79mm (n=43)

Wing (female) 68-76mm (Sweden)
69-77mm (Russia, Siberia)

71-75mm 71-77mm (n=13)

Wing (unsexed 1K) - - 69-80mm (n=294)
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The 'gallery'  of in-hand photographs that follows is  an attempt to convey the great variability in size, 
structure and plumage of the redpolls trapped, both within and between species and may prove useful or 
even helpful to someone! A number of the birds that we caught could well have been 'mis-identified' if our  
interpretation of the literature available on site was flawed. There were several individuals which we felt 
were particularly problematic to determine between the three species handled.
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MEALY REDPOLLS  (Gråsisik)

Mealy Redpoll  male  23/10/10
A 'typical' clean, pale-looking bird with a pink suffusion on rump and breast. Tips of outer greater coverts 
are washed buffish while the tips to inner ones are whitish

Mealy Redpoll  1st winter (1K)  23/10/10
A  much  'warmer'  and  browner  individual.  Note  extensive  whitish  rump  patch  with  dark  streaking 
particularly higher up between the tertials and the buffish greater covert bar

Mealy Redpoll  23/10/10
Another variation, a brownish individual but with a pale 'face'. The rump patch is not particualrly pale but 
the wing bars are whitish.
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Mealy Redpoll  24/10/10
A 'cold' looking individual with pale greyish 'face' and broad white greater covert bar. The long central  
undertail covert has a very narrow dark streak.

Mealy Redpoll  24/10/10
Another bird with a broad white greater covert bar but a paler mantle than the previous bird. Also the 
central undertail covert markings are slightly broader, darker and more extensive

Mealy Redpoll  male  25/10/10
Typical pale bird. Note that the breast is suffused more reddish than pink – see Arctic Redpoll below
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Mealy Redpoll  26/10/10
Or is it? Despite the warm tones and apparently smaller size perhaps more typical of Lesser, this bird did 
show an extensive whitish streaked darker rump patch and the primary projection was long, more in keeping 
with Mealy

Mealy Redpoll  1  31/10/10

Mealy Redpoll  2  31/10/10
Another variation in the central streaking on undertail coverts! This perhaps more typical?
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Mealy Redpoll  3 (male)  31/10/10
Another more 'typical' bird with a very narrow dark central streak on the longest undertail covert

Mealy Redpoll  4 (1st winter - 1K)  31/10/10
Another rather dark bird. Note buffish greater covert bar. The pointed and slightly worn outer tail feathers marks 
this as a first winter bird but there appear to be many variations in these feather shapes in autumn and no doubt  
relate to when the bird was fledged (1st winters) or when the bird actually bred (adults)
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LESSER REDPOLLS  (Brunsisik)

Lesser Redpoll  30/10/10
A bird with a relatively pale rump patch but other characters point to Lesser including the quite short 
primary projection although this was still estimated as almost = 100% (cf e.g. van Duivendijk, 2010).
Other biometrics of Wing length = 70 mm and Bill length to feathering = 8.3 mm are stiil within the range 
given by Svensson

Lesser Redpoll  1  31/10/10
A rather 'typical' Lesser Redpoll type showing warm buff tones around the head, 'face' and upper breast 
sides and a dark rump area
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Lesser Redpoll  2  31/10/10
A different bird to the above and showing rather drab and dull plumage tones particularly around the 'face'.

Lesser Redpoll biometrics :
Svensson  (1992) BWP Concise Molen, Norway  Oct 2010

Wing (male) 68-73½mm 68-74mm 72mm (n=1)
Wing (female) 67-71 66-73mm
Wing (unsexed 1K) - - 66-73mm (n=8)

A Comparison shot.......

Mealy & Lesser Redpolls  31/10/10
An interesting comparison of the perhaps 'typical' examples of the two species. Even though they look quite  
different here, singly it might present a problem or two. Note the apparent length of the primary projection 
on the Lesser
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Some late autumn 'British' Lesser Redpolls

Lesser Redpoll  adult male  24/10/07
Bamburgh, Northumberland

A  bright  and  colourful  bird.  Note  the  undertail 
pattern with buff wash and very narrow and indistinct 
dark central streaks to the central undertail coverts

Lesser Redpoll  adult female  24/10/07   Bamburgh, Northumberland
This bird also has a buff wash on the undertail but the dark central streaks to the central undertail coverts 
are much more prominent and obvious

Lesser Redpoll   16/10/05   Bamburgh, Northumberland
A very drab and dull individual
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ARCTIC REDPOLLS  (Polarsisik)

Arctic Redpoll  1st winter (1K) 31/10/10

Arctic Redpoll  adult (2K+) male  29/10/10
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Biometrics for the above two birds were as follows :
29/10/10
Wing length  78 mm Bill (to feathering)  8.6 mm Bill depth (at feathering)  5.5 mm Tail  58 mm

31/10/10
Wing length  73 mm Bill (to feathering)  8.2 mm Bill depth (at feathering)  5.9 mm Tail  52 mm
Rump patch (unstreaked) measured at approx 10mm

Arctic Redpoll  adult (2K+) male  28/10/10
The first Arctic Redpoll that we trapped but I believe we 'talked ourselves out of the id' mainly on the 
basis of the variation we had encountered in Mealies trapped during the previous four days and we thought  
the bill  looked 'wrong'.  The biometrics do not fall  outside of Svensson's range. Eventually after much  
discussion we decided that we were correct in the first instance and the bird was an Arctic. There will no 
doubt be some who do not agree if we couldn't agree in the first place. This is what I consider to be a  
'difficult' bird!
Biometrics :
Wing length  76 mm Bill (to feathering)  8.7 mm Bill depth (at feathering)  5.9 mm

All three Arctic Redpolls were thought to be of the race Carduelis hornemanni exilipes. and a summary of  
biometrics follows :

Svensson  (1992) BWP Concise Molen, Norway  Oct 2010
Wing (male) 71-79mm 74-80mm 76-78mm (n=2)
Wing (female) 69-77 70-76mm
Wing (unsexed 1K) - - 73mm (n=1)
Bill to feathering 7.0-9.6 - 8.2-8.7mm (n=3)
Bill depth at feathering 5.6-6.3mm - 5.5-5.9mm (n=3)
Tail 52-60mm - 52-58mm (n=2)
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Earlier Arctic Redpoll comparison shots

Arctic Redpolls   October 1984   Molen, Norway
An adult (2K+) male and an adult (2K+) female together!

© Andy Clarke

Arctic Redpoll  1st winter (1K)  02/10/10   Bamburgh, Northumberland
Wing length  79 mm Bill (to feathering)  7.1 mm Bill depth (at feathering)  5.3 mm Tail  60mm

© John Day

These notes and photographs were produced as a sort of aide memoire for those taking part in redpoll 
ringing at Molen in October 2010 - Andy Clarke (Norway), Brian Bates (Scotland), John Day (England) & Mike 
Hodgson (England) -  a true international team! They may, of course, prove some use to other ringers and 
observers.

MSH  November 2010
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